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Abstract

This research aimed to describe binary opposition comparisons of the figures who converted to 
another religion in the films Ayat-Ayat Cinta and Tanda Tanya produced by Hanung Bramantyo. 
It also compared patterns of the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships. Based on 
comparative literary theory and Levi-Strauss’ theory of structuralism, it sought to find out the 
similarities and differences in the sequence patterns of the narrative elements in both films and 
to reflect on the structures upon which the narrations were built. The results indicate that both 
films have a number of narrative similarities in terms of the characters who underwent religious 
conversion. The film Ayat-Ayat Cinta was inspired by the novel with the same title written 
by Habiburrahman El Shirazy. On the other hand, the film Tanda Tanya (‘?’) was based on 
reality by the producer himself, Hanung Bramantyo. The religious conversion from a follower 
of Islam to Christianity was presented as an emotional, abrupt, decision and without careful 
consideration. In contrast, characters who converted from Christianity to Islam were presented 
as making rational decisions on the basis of careful consideration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Film as a form of art, has many intentions and purposes which are contained in the process 
of creating it. This is also influenced by the moral message from the filmmaker that they want 
to be conveyed. Although films have different approach, it can be said that every film has a 
target, which is to attract people’s attention to the content of the problems which are contained 
in the film. In addition, the film is designed to serve unlimited public and limited public purposes 
(Sumarno, 1996: 10). This is due to the existence of ideological elements of filmmakers such 
as cultural, social, psychological, language used in film, and elements that attract or stimulate 
the imagination of the audience (Irawanto, 1999: 88).

Film is a transformation of human life, where the value that exists in society is often used as the 
main material of film. The existence of film has been created as a medium of mass communication 
that really liked by people, even until now (Liliweri, 2004: 153). In this connection, the film of 
Ayat-Ayat Cinta which is lifted from a novel with the same title directed by Hanung Bramantyo 
has some similarities to his another film entitled Tanda Tanya. The most interesting equation 
of the two films is the matter of comparative conversion. This topic is interesting because the 
issue of conversion is rarely presented in Indonesian cinema or Indonesian literary works. The 
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issue of converting is seen as something sensitive to talk about. Therefore, this issue is very 
interesting to be researched. 

Both films are probably the first films in the latest cinema which address this issue. It is 
interesting to see and compare the two films. How consciously or unconsciously the filmmaker 
has a logical and reason in explaining religious conversion through the narratives of film. 
Moving from the background above, then the main problem in this research is; how is binary 
opposition, syntagmatic structure and paradigmatic of narration contained in Ayat-Ayat Cinta 
and Tanda Tanya directed by Hanung Bramantyo? The purpose of this research is to find out 
the sequence equation of the two films compiled. In addition, the purpose of this research is 
also to find out how the binary opposition, the construction of syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
structures.

Comparative literary theory is used to analyze the above problems and is supported by the 
theory of Levi-Strauss structuralism. The word “bandingan” comes from the word “banding”, 
which means balancing. Bandingan can also be interpreted as to compare from various aspects. 
The comparative literature can also be understood as an attempt to compare two or more works 
(Endraswara, 2011: 2). Meanwhile, according to Damono (2005: 1), comparative literature is 
an approach in literature that produces its own theory. In general it can be concluded four basic 
assumptions of the most important literature. First, the presence of additional elements or 
reductions in literary works, second, the occurrence of creativity crosses in the author’s brain, 
there are often ‘collisions’, until the emergence of interbreeding in a work, third, consciously or 
unconsciously, the author is a person who likes to concoct the reading of the past, fourth, the 
author is not free from reading and past experience (Endraswara, 2014: 22).

Based on the statement, it can be concluded that the comparable work can be studied by 
any approach. Remak (1990: 1) suggests that literary studies are outside the boundaries of a 
country and the study of relationships between literature with other disciplines and beliefs, such 
as: art, culture, science, religion, philosophy, history, social (politics, economics, sociology) 
ideology, and so forth. In short, comparative literature compares literature with literature itself, 
as well as with art or other disciplines. The meaning of comparison here means aligning, 
finding, seeking, and identifying the similarities and variants.

On the other hand, the theory of structuralism Levi-Strauss analyzes stories and cultural 
phenomena in general. A narrative can be seen as a relation between elements. According 
to Levi-Strauss, the structure of a narrative can be divided into two parts, namely the external 
structure (surface structure) and the deep structure. Surface structures are the relationships 
between the elements we can construct based on the outer features we build on the birth 
structure we have succeeded to make. The deep structure can be constructed by analyzing 
and comparing the various surface structures that have been found and constructed. This deep 
structure can be used to understand the narrative discourse studied. Through this structure the 
researcher can then understand the various phenomena that are studied. Each phenomenon 
is considered to have its own surface structure or deep structure. Structure that exists in a 
narration or story is surface structure. This structure is different with deep structure. Surface 
structure can be easily known but deep structure is unconsciously known (Putra, 2013: 60-
68). 
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II. DISCUSSION

2.1 Description Ayat-Ayat Cinta and Tanda Tanya Film 

Ayat-Ayat Cinta (AAC) is about Fahri (Fedi Nuril), a student from Indonesia who is studying at 
Al-Azhar University of Egypt. He is loved by four girls at once. The four girls are Maria Girgis 
(Carissa Putri), Nurul (Melania Putria), Noura (Zaskia Adya Mecca), and Aisha Greimas (Rianti 
Cartwright). Maria is a Coptic Christian, a neighbor of Fahri’s apartment, who has been amazed 
by Fahri’s intelligence and friendliness since she first met. Nurul is a college friend and fellow 
activist at Indonesian student association. Fahri actually liked Nurul, but he did not dare to 
express his feelings because Nurul is a daughter of a great Kiai in Java. Noura is a woman who 
ever being helped by Fahri from the cruelty of her stepfather. Fahri’s kindness and sincerity 
made Noura fell in love but Fahri’s choice fell to Aisha, a devout German-Turkish woman.

Fahri’s choice to choose Aisha made three other women got a heartbroken. Nurul lost his 
temper, Maria was seriously ill. While Noura is hurting and slandering Fahri has impregnated 
her and she asked Fahri to marry her. That defamation makes Fahri threatened with severe 
punishment in Egypt. In order to be free from punishment, Fahri needed help from Maria as 
the only person who was with Noura during the night of the incident. The film then showed the 
marriage between Fahri and Maria, with Aisha’s blessing. Maria’s statements then set Fahri 
free from all charges. The narrative of the religious conversion took place at the end of the film. 
The process of religious conversion is not depicted in the film. In the novel version, Maria was 
guided by Fahri to recite the shahadah as a sign of an Islamic being. The film only shows the 
wishes of Maria to pray together in congregation with Fahri and Aisha. After the congregational 
prayer, Maria passed away by the serious illness. 

If in AAC film only show scenes of conversion from Christianity to Islam. However, Tanda Tanya 
(TT) showed two events of religious conversion, from Islam to Christianity and vice versa. TT 
film is about family life and religious pluralism in Semarang. The film focuses on the life of 
Menuk (Revalina S. Temat) and Rika (Endhita). Menuk is a Muslim who works in Tan Kat Sun’s 
(Hengky Solaiman) restaurant. In the film depicted how Tan honored Islam by separating halal 
and haram food, the holidays in Idul Fitri (holy day of Muslim), and giving enough opportunity 
to Menuk for pray. Tan’s attitude is different from his son, Hendra (Rio Dewanto) who wants to 
keep the restaurant open, even during fasting Ramadan and Eid. Hendra once dating Menuk, 
but they did not married because of religious differences.

On the other hand, there is the story of Rika, a mother with a child who faces the scorn of a 
citizen as she converts to Christianity. Rika converted after divorce, because her husband 
wanted to polygamy. The choice to convert the original religion makes the child and his parents 
angry. Her parents no longer want to admit her as a child. Rika’s neighbors and colleagues 
also got away from her because of her decision towards the religious conversion. 

In the TT film, the conflict occurred when Hendra who replaced his father’s position, opened 
the restaurant on the day of Eid. Menuk had to go to work. Menuk’s husband, Sholeh (Reza 
Rahardian) was mad then brought his friends to destroy the restaurant belongs to the Tan’s 
family who were considered not respecting Islam. Sholeh’s actions disappointed Menuk. 
Sholeh at the end of the story made a dramatic sacrifice by throwing a bomb at the church, 
which made him die instantly. At the end of the story, Hendra met the religious teacher and 
converts to Islam.

2.2 Binary Opposition of Comparative Religious Conversion 
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It was recorded that there were three people from the both films converted their religion, namely 
Rika (TT) who converted from Islam to Christian, Maria (AAC) who converted from Christianity to 
Islam, and Hendra (TT) who converted from Christianity to Islam. Interestingly, all these figures 
are described as being in a religious family. Maria’s family is a devout Christian Coptic, likewise 
with Rika’s family and Hendra. Their families regularly perform religious activities. However, 
these two films are not clearly depicted how religious devotion of each character, except of 
Maria (AAC) who was showed along the film as a devout Christian. Maria’s room is full of the 
images of Jesus Christ, and always wearing a cross on the neck. When faced with problems, 
Maria always holds the cross and statue of the Jesus’s mother (Bunda Maria). Meanwhile, 
the figures of Rika and Hendra (TT) were not showed activity and religious adherence before 
converting. Besides to the identification of equations, (coming from religious families), there 
are also differences. Figures who converted from Islam to Christian (Rika) are married, while 
the figure who converted from Christian to Islam (Maria & Hendra) are not married.

The interesting thing is the status of these figures when they convert, especially for female 
characters (Rika and Maria). Rika converted after her divorce with her husband. While Maria, 
converted after marriage. When married to Fahri in the AAC film, Maria was still a Christian. 
After marriage, Maria then converted. The Christian Maria loves Fahri (in the AAC film) who 
is Muslim. This religious difference does not hinder their marriage. In contrast, the Christian 
Hendra loves the Muslim Menuk (in the TT film). The relationship of both is not followed by 
marriage. Menuk married Sholeh because they have the same religion. The binary opposition of 
comparing the religious conversion of the characters in two films can be illustrated as follows:

2.3 Synagmatic and Paradigmatic Comparative Process of Religious Conversion 

There is a sharp opposition between a religious conversion from Islam to Christian (Rika) with 
the figure who converted from Christianity to Islam (Maria & Hendra). Miteme or sequence 
of narration taken and analyzed is in the form of scene cuts. How Rika knows Christianity 
and how also Hendra and Maria know Islam. Viewed from the syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
process scheme in the narration of both films, the relation between scenes in a narrative 
produces the equations and differences (opposition) between each scene. This is seen in the 
scheme as follows:
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The above scheme illustrates how the pieces of scenes in the film were arranged syntagmatic 
way and paradigmatically. Miteme in scenes how Rika knows Christian found, among them: 
(a). Rika came to the baptismal school for the first time; (b). Rika follows baptismal school 
diligently; (c). Christian doctrine is known by Rika from the Godson school; and (d). The new 
Rika attends mass at Church. Those scenes happened when Rika had converted to Christian. 
On the other words, she learned Christian right after she converted to Christian. 

Hendra recognized the teachings of Islam in the scene as follows: (a). Hendra reads book about 
Islam which was given by Menuk; (b). Hendra opened every page of Islam book; (c). Hendra 
found tolerant & peaceful Islam teachings; and (d). Hendra read diligently and thoroughly. All 
of these scenes occurred before Hendra decided to convert from Christianity to Islam. Through 
the movie scene can be concluded, Hendra has known or learned Islam before converts to 
Islam.

The miteme scenes of Maria recognized the teachings of Islam are as follows: (a). Maria 
discussed with Fahri and she admired Islam; (b). Maria uttered some verses of the Qur’an. (c). 
A shot in the film showed Maria hand that marks a Christian; (d). Fahri was amazed, although 
Maria was a Christian, but had a lot of knowledge and memorized some verses of Qur’an.  
Similar to Hendra, this scene described before Maria converts to Islam, she knows Islam 
well. 

2.4 Reaction of Religious Conversion

The acceptance of the family members and community against religious conversion was 
reaction or acceptance of family and community related to the displacement of the three 
characters in the two films are different. The following miteme or narrative sequences related 
to the reaction and acceptance of family and society can be described as follows.
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Through paradigmatic arrangement of scenes, opposition was found to be related to the 
acceptance of family and community members in religious conversion. A figure who converted 
from Islam to Christian (Rika) is described as being hostile and shunned by family members 
and members of the community. In contrast, figures who converted from Christianity to Islam 
(Mary & Hendra) were described as being accepted by members of the family and society.

After decided to convert to Christian, Rika became an enemy for her daughter and her parents. 
His daughter did not want to talk with Rika, although finally her daughter can accept her 
mother’s decision. Rika’s parents also no longer regard her as a child, although at the end of 
the film showed Rika’s parents visit circumcision event of Rika’s daughter. However, this film 
(TT) does not clearly describe whether Rika’s parents could finally accept Rika as Christian or 
not. Friends and neighbors around were also hostile to Rika. They are cynical and got away 
from Rika.

The picture of family and community reaction as experienced by Rika (TT) was not found in 
other figures who converted from Christian to Islam, Hendra (TT) and Maria (AAC). Maria was 
cuddled and cried by Aisha and Fahri after the congregational prayer, signifying the affection 
of family members. While Hendra (TT), accompanied by joy and feelings of gratitude by the 
villagers.

The filmmaker of those films (Hanung Bramantyo) may not be aware of the difference. When 
creating the film, he may not tend to make contrasts or comparisons among religious conversion. 
The difference in depiction reflects the narrator’s way of thinking in seeing a phenomenon, in 
this case the phenomenon of conversion.

III. CLOSURE 

3.1 Conclusion

Based on the results of the analysis there are several things that can be concluded. In both 
films, those who converted from Islam to Christianity were presented as emotionally, suddenly, 
and without due consideration. On the contrary, those who converted from Christianity to Islam 
were presented as rational decisions, and on the basis of careful consideration.

From the perspective of reaction and acceptance of family members, colleagues, and society, 
those who have converted from Islam to Christianity are shown to be hostile and shunned by 
society. They experience rejection and become enemy of their family, friends, and society. 
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On the contrary, those who converted from Christianity to Islam were shown to be received 
by family members and the community with joy. Their religious conversion had seen as the 
founding of consciousness, having gained right guidance, therefore the community felt so 
grateful and they celebrated it.
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